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1 Write the words below in your own language. You can use a dictionary. 

 1. winner  …………………… 2. beginning  ……………………  3. tribe …………………… 

2 Read the text about Survivor. 

Survivor 

Survivor is a popular TV reality programme. There are 16-20 people on the 

programme and they live in a remote tropical area for about three months. They 

haven’t got houses or beds. Sometimes, they haven’t got food. They’ve got 

difficult competitions every week and they vote to send one person home. There 

is only one winner at the end of the three months. In the US version of the 

programme, he or she gets $1,000,000. 

In the beginning, there are two tribes in the game and each tribe lives in a 

different area. During the day, the survivors look for food. They catch fish in 

the ocean and get fruit from trees. When there are competitions, the winning 

tribe often gets food. The survivors are always happy to win food prizes. 

Who is a good survivor? It’s important to be adventurous and brave. It helps to 

be athletic, strong and hard-working, too. Many people on the show are funny 

or good-looking. Easy-going survivors are popular because they are usually nice 

and friendly. Lazy survivors aren’t popular. Sometimes the winner isn’t brave, 

strong or good-looking. But he or she is clever and really knows how to play the 

game. 

3 Complete the sentences with the correct affirmative or negative form of to be or have got. 

 1. Survivor …………………… a show about life in the city. 

 2. The competitions on the show …………………… easy. 

 3. The US show …………………… a $1 million prize. 

 4. The survivors …………………… in two different groups at the beginning of the game. 

 5. The tribes …………………… fruit trees in their areas. 

 6. The survivors …………………… good food all the time. 
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4 Write questions with the words below and the correct form of to be or have got. 

 1. Survivor / on TV 

   ......................................................................................................  

 2. the survivors / nice homes / on the programme 

   ......................................................................................................  

 3. two survivors / winners / at the end of the programme 

   ......................................................................................................  

 4. the fish meals / from a shop 

   ......................................................................................................  

 5. easy-going survivors / popular 

   ......................................................................................................  

 6. the programme / clever / survivors 

   ......................................................................................................  

5 Answer the questions in Exercise 4. 

 1.  ......................................................................................................  

 2.  ......................................................................................................  

 3.  ......................................................................................................  

 4.  ......................................................................................................  

 5.  ......................................................................................................  

 6.  ......................................................................................................  

6 Look at the fact file about a survivor on the TV programme. Write a paragraph  

about her. 

Name: Eve Twivy 

Age: 23 

From: New York 

Appearance: tall, good-looking, strong 

Personality: friendly, generous, 
creative, confident 

 


